U3 & U7 : recessed lighting according to your needs

Recessed lighting for every environment
Schools, offices, corridors, care institutions,… Recessed lighting is a logical choice
for many environments.

In health care, people usually
opt for diffusers or softlights,
i.e. a non-visible light source
and bright, comfortable LED
lighting.
In representative and circulation

areas, downlights offer an
optimal solution.

In environments with high visual
requirements (eg offices, labs), focused
light distribution and high efficiency - in
addition to comfort - are relevant as well.
For these applications, ETAP developed:
• U3 with Shielded Lens technology
• U7 with LED+LENS -technology
TM
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Lighting corresponding to your needs

U3 and U7 are available in 3 subseries,
each with a different focus:

U3 (Shielded Lens)

COMFORT

U7 (LED+LENS )
TM

FLEXIBILITY

TCO

This way you can choose the right lighting,
tailored to your own project needs.
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Shielded Lens technology (U3)
Our innovative Shielded Lens optics provide lenses which are
recessed into shielding units so that the light source is barely
visible from eye-level. U3 luminaires have low glare (UGR ≤
19) and barely 2% light depreciation (LLMF 98) for their entire
service life.
Transverse
shielding

Longitudinal
shielding

Lenses shield the LEDs and determine
the light distribution (medium-wide beam
or very wide-beam)
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LED+LENS

TM

technology (U7)

This advanced lighting technology combines
high-power LEDs with individual lenses. U7
also has a low glare (UGR ≤ 16 or 19) and
barely 2% light depreciation (LLMF 98) for its
entire service life.

Lenses provide targeted
light distribution.

Lenses are recessed
in small cups for a
comfortable light
experience.

Shielded light source: LEDs
are behind lenses with a
patented surface structure.
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Which type of recessed lighting to choose?
I WANT RECESSED LUMINAIRES

which integrate discreetly into the ceiling.

Shielded Lens (U3)

which are visible in the ceiling.

LED+LENS

TM

(U7)
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Which type of recessed lighting to choose?
I WANT RECESSED LUMINAIRES

which provide maximum visual
comfort.

suitable for fixed
interdistances of
2,4m

• small spaces suitable for
medium-wide beam luminaires;
• 1-on-1 renovations;
• large spaces that can be flexibly
converted into many small
spaces.

OFC (Optimized For Comfort)

OFR (Optimized For Renovation)

which allow you to maximize the
interdistances in large spaces,
reducing the number of luminaires
and the energy consumption.

max

OFI (Optimized For Interdistances)
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Subseries 1: Optimized For Comfort (OFC)
Is comfort a top priority for you?
Due to a lower luminous flux and a larger luminous surface,
the OFC sub-series offers optimal comfort, without losing
efficiency.

Medium wide-angle and wide-angle light distribution
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Subseries 2: Optimized For Renovation (OFR)

The OFR versions (U3 or U7) are specifically designed for distances of

in small spaces;

2.4 m

in landscape offices with fixed
intervals (2.4 m) where flexibility
is required to convert later on into
individual offices;

for 1-on-1 replacements of old lighting
(with 2.4 m of interdistance).

They have a medium wide-angle light distribution.
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Subseries 3: Optimized For Interdistances (OFI)
OFI luminaires (U3 or U7) are suitable for large spaces where
you want to achieve maximum spacing.
x
ma

Result: a minimum number of luminaires and an optimized
energy cost.

max

Extreme wide-angle light distribution
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In practice (U3)
In a space of 28.8 by 14.4 metres, you need 72 luminaires to achieve an average lighting level of 500 lx when using U31 (OFC)
or U39 (OFR). With U33 (OFI) you only need 32 luminaires for the same room.
14.40m

OFC/OFR

Type
Number
Lighting level
Uniformity
Installed power
Specific power

14.40m

OFI

28.80m

OFC U31
U3152/LEDN330S
72
525 lx
0.81
1656 W
2
0.76 W/m /100 lx

OFR U39
U3952/LEDN230S
72
507 lx
0.86
1584 W
2
0.75 W/m /100 lx

28.80m

OFI U33
U3352/LEDN770S
32
529 lx
0.78
1408 W
2
0.64 W/m /100 lx

This document has been compiled by ETAP with the greatest possible care. However, the information contained in this publication is not binding and may change due to technical development. ETAP is not liable for any damage whatsoever resulting from the use of this document. LED MF @ 50.000H.
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In practice (U7)
In an identical room (28.8 by 14.4 metres) you need 72 U71 luminaires (OFC or OFR) for an average lighting level of 500 lx. With
U73 (OFI) you only need 32 luminaires for the same space.
14.40m

OFC/OFR

Type
Number
Lighting level
Uniformity
Installed power
Specific power

14.40m

OFI

28.80m

OFC U71
U712R1/LEDN2430S
72
531 lx
0.85
1728 W
2
0.79 W/m /100 lx

OFR U71
U712R1/LEDN1230S
72
517 lx
0.83
1872 W
2
0.87 W/m /100 lx

28.80m

OFI U73
U732R1/LEDN4870S
32
544 lx
0.81
1664 W
2
0.74 W/m /100 lx

This document has been compiled by ETAP with the greatest possible care. However, the information contained in this publication is not binding and may change due to technical development. ETAP is not liable for any damage whatsoever resulting from the use of this document. LED MF @ 50.000H.
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Range overview

U3
U31 (OFC)
square or rectangular
2,000 to 5,000 lm

U39 (OFR)

U33 (OFI)

square
square or rectangular
2,000 lm
3,000 or 4,000 lm
White or aluminium shielding

square or rectangular
3,000 to 7,000 lm

UGR ≤ 19
3,000 of 4,000 K
Static / DALI / DALI ELS
See products

See products

See products

U7
U71 – U72 (OFC)

U71 (OFR)

U73 (OFI)

square or rectangular
2,600 to 4,750 lm
UGR ≤ 16 or 19

square or rectangular
2,000 to 3,000 lm

square or rectangular
2,600 to 7,200 lm
UGR ≤ 19

3,000 or 4,000 K
Static / DALI / DALI ELS
See products

See products

See products
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Meet the families
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U3 & U7

www.etaplighting.com

